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109. T N plate VI . fig. 1. let A be the first eye-glass, B the second , C the
J . third , D the fourth , E the fifth , &c. and O the object -glass,
and let O A the axis of the telescope , be the common axis of all the lenses.
Let 1m w be an oblique pencil pasting through the object -glass , and fall¬
ing on the extreme edge of the lens E which is next to the object -glass.
Let O w the axis of the pencil , (represented by a black line ) be refracted
successively into the lines w v, v t , t s, s r, r «, cutting the axis of the te¬
lescope (when they are produced ) in the points c, F, y, 3/ , «, respectively.
Let o be the focus of this oblique pencil after refraction at the objectglass ; let e, d, c, b, be the successive focuses of this pencil after refrac¬
tion at each of the eye-glasses : From each of these focuses draw perpen¬
diculars to the axis of the telescope , and these perpendiculars , ox , e g,
d h , c z, b.y, will be places and magnitudes of the successive images , either
real or imaginary ; real when the image is actually formed , so that it
would be visible if the rays were received upon a white paper ; imaginary ,
when the rays after refraction proceed as if they came from or tended to
such an image , although this image is not actually formed . When the
image is real , the rays of each pencil actually come to a focus ; when it
is imaginary , these rays after refraction diverge from , or converge towards
such a focus , but are never actually united.
no . Although each lens has its proper image either real or imaginary,
yet there are only two real ones in the construction here delineated , the
first e g inverted , the second b y upright . It may be observed that when
the number of real images is even , the object will be seen upright , when
that number is odd the object appears inverted . Galileos telescope, in which
there is no real image , shows the object upright . This telescope cannot be
applied to instruments in which cross wires are necessary, because the wires
cannot be so placed as to be seen distinctly together with the object.
111 . All that is essential to the construction of telescopes is only that
the rays of the same pencil , which enter parallel , thou Id likewise emerge
parallel , for the object in that case will be seen distinctly ; therefore
the intervals and focal lengths of all the lenses except one , may be as¬
sumed
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fumed at pleasure ; from whence that one must be determined . Thus if
every thing be determined , except the place of one lens, for instance C ;
to find the place of this lens suppose parallel rays to fall on the objectglass O, and to be refracted by it and by the lenses E and D ; then from
the assumed intervals and focal lengths of these lenses, we shall get the
places of the successive images ox , e g, dh , or the distances Ox , Eg , Dh.
In like manner , suppose parallel rays to fall on the eye-glafs A, and to
be refracted by it and by the lens B, from the assumed intervals and focal
lengths of these lenses we shall get the places of the successive images by,
c z, or the distances Ay , B z. From D h, B z, and the interval D B, we
have the whole interval h z. Nothing now is wanting but to find the
place of C such, that rays diverging from d, may (after refraction at C,)
converge to c, or that if h be the focus of the incident , z may be the fo¬
cus of the refracted rays . * This will require the solution of a quadratic
equation , and care must be taken to assume the focal length of the lens
C within such limits as may make that equation possible. If the place of
the lens C be given, but its focal length sought, the equation will be a
simple one, and always possible.
112. It has been said before, (and it follows from an Algebraic theo¬
rem given by the writers on optics -st) that in constructing a telescope, the
number , place, and focal lengths of all the lenses, except one, may be
assumed at pleasure. This indeed is true , if nothing else be attended to,
besides the course of a few rays coming from a single point in the axis of
the telescope, and it be only required that the middle of the object should
be seen distinctly ; but the case is very different if it be desired that all the
parts of the object lhould appear, as far as may be, equally distinct ; for
then the aberration of the extreme pencils in passing through the eye¬
glasses must be taken into consideration ; and the number , place, and fo¬
cal lengths of the eye- glasses must be such, as may lessen at least, if not
remove these aberrations . It is impossible to compare accurately the me¬
rit of the several different combinations of eye- glasses which have been
proposed for this end, without entering too particularly into the theory
of aberrations . Thus much may be observed in general , that in any single
lens the greater the focal length , and the less the aperture , the less will be
the aberration of the refracted rays, whether arising from the unavoidable
defect in the figure of the lens, or from the unequal refrangibility of the rays
of light . That construction of a telescope is therefore (cceterh paribus) the
best in which the eye- glasses have large focal distances and small apertures,
those especially that are concerned in forming the last image : As to the
single
■
* See an example of computing this in par. 130.
st Smith, Art. 276.
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single lens by which the last image is viewed, it may be allowed to have
a short focal length , especially if its aperture can be proportionably con¬
tracted : For though this lens magnifies the faults already made in
the Inst image by the other glasses, yet it does not create new ones ; and
\ . e fin:! by experience that very deep lenses may be used singly as microfV.mcs, without either making the object indistinct or tainting it with
hi

r.

113. Among the various forts of telescopes made with convex -lenfes,
c: fin ed to show the object upright , those with four or five eye- glasses are
preferable to any made with fewer . The fewer lenses there are in the eye
tube the greater must be the refraction of the extreme pencils at each lens,
supposing the sum of all the refractions , or the whole change in the di¬
rection of these pencils to be the fame . Now though the number of re¬
fractions is increased, yet if the quantity of each refraction be proportion¬
ably diminished } the sum of all the aberrations in these pencils will be
greatly lessened, * and the loss of light , by passing through more glasses,
will be very inconsiderable. Agreeably to this principle we find that an
object seen through two double convex lenses, both of a size, and put close
together , appears distincter near the edges of those lenses than if seen through
one lens only whose focal length is equal to that of the other two so com¬
bined together . Likewise two equal plano -convex lenses show an object
distincter at their edges, when combined with their convex sides touching
each other, than contrariwise , especially when such lenses are applied to a
telescope. Thus then the aberrations arising from the figure of the eye¬
glasses may be lessened by increasing the number , and diminishing the quan¬
tity of the several refractions. The principle upon which the aberrations of
the other kind may be corrected in the extreme pencils is this , that the co¬
loured rays into which anheterogeneal ray is separated at one refraction , may
be again united , or more strictly, made to proceed parallel to themselves by
another equal and contrary refraction . We have an example of the appli¬
cation of this principle in the telescope composed of three equal convex
eye -glasses, where the equal and contrary refractions in the rays of those
pencils which pass near the edges of the eye-glasses, so far correct each
other , that in these telescopes, objects seen at the outsides of the field are
intirely free from colour.-}A
* See Philosophical Transactions for the year 1753 . Vol . 48 . page 104.
st That is from any visible tint which is generally occasioned by the eye -glasses on¬
ly ; and it is these glasses only which cause that strong iris so commonly seen in tele¬
scopes round the borders of the field . For the colours of the incident rays are not so much
separated by the object -glass as to be all of them visible at the edges ot every object, as
in a prism. The extreme colours indeed may be discerned when there is a strong con¬
trast
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A telescope may be constructed with three convex lenses only, ( an ob¬
ject- glass and two eye-glasses) which shall Ihow the object upright , but the
reversing of the first image must, in this cafe, be wholly done by the refrac¬
tion of one lens only, namely the middle lens, or second eye-glass. In
this fort of telescope, the errors from the different refrangibiiity of light
cannot be balanced by contrary refractions at the lenses which inter¬
vene between the two images, for there is but one such lens, so that the
second image , which is seen through the eye-glass, must be a bad one.
In fact, objects seen through such a telescope appear so very indistinct
and coloured , that though its construction is the simplest of all others
(composed of convex lenses, and showing the object upright ) yet it is
never used in practice : However, the rule for combining the glasses, and
finding the magnifying power in telescopes of this kind , may be found in
Smith’s Optics , Art . 275.
114. In the construction here delineated , the lens E , which intercepts
the rays before the first image is formed , diminishes indeed the magnify¬
ing power, but improves the distinctness of the telescope, by lessening the
diameter of the apertures of the deep lenses D and C. The extreme pencil
O w, which diverges from O, being refracted by this lens E into w v, is
made to converge towards the axis of the telescope, so that if produced
it would meet in s. By this means the femi-diameter of the lens D is
reduced to D v, whereas if the first real image had been formed at o x by
the object- glass only, (the extreme pencil O o in that cafe continuing to
diverge) the femi-diameter D v must have been greater than the image
o x, to take in the fame field.
The rays belonging to this (and every other ) pencil which diverge from
e g, the first real image, must be made to converge again by the two lenses
D and C, that a second real image may be formed upright . Two lenses
are employed for this purpose, because the errors in the second image
will be lessened by their contrary refractions . Supposing therefore their
convexities equal, and that the rays of this pencil (refracted into v t) go
parallel between the lenses D and C, or nearly so, then it is evident that
the focal length of D must be equal to the distance e v ( = g D) or near-

lY
trast of light and shade ; but the effect of this dispersion at the object-glass appears
mostly by its making the picture seen in the telescope all over confused, its parts
ill defined , and their terminations not Jfoarp. Whatever
faults are occasioned by the
object -glass in this picture , they will be the fame in every part of it ; whereas thole
occasioned by the eye -glasses, will be different according to the part of the field in which
the picture is seen. The indistinctness of the first picture formed by the object -glass
cannot be remedied by the eye glasses, but the colours which these glasses would occa¬
sion may be prevented by proportioning and combining them properly.
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ly so; therefore the lenses D and C, having a short focal length , would
by no means admit of an aperture whose semi- diameter is greater than
o x. It may be further observed, that this pencil, which at first diverged
from the axis of the telescope in the angle w O E , after refraction by the
lenses E and D, converges to that axis in the angle v J D , therefore the
whole change now made in the direction of this pencil is the sum of these
two angles w O E and v d D . By the interposition of the lens E, this
change is made at two refractions (at w and v) which must otherwise have
been made by the refraction of the lens D only.
115. In like manner , the other lens B, which intercepts the rays just
before the second real image is formed, diminishes indeed the magnifying
power, but makes the telescope more distinct . The extreme pencil we
have been considering, after refraction at t by the lens C, diverges from
the axis of the telescope, proceeding as if it came from the point y, but
being refracted by the lens B into s r, is made to converge , so that if pro¬
duced it would meet the axis of the telescope in $ . This lessens the last
image, reducing it from c z to b y, and as it is this image which is view¬
ed by the eye through the eye-glafs A, the interposition of the lens B
lessens the magnifying power, the eye-glafs A remaining the fame. The
extreme pencil s v thus converging upon the eye-glafs A, the femi- diameter of this glass will be reduced to A r, whereas had the lens B not beeii
interposed (the extreme pencil t s c continuing to diverge from y) the se¬
mi- diameter of this eye- glass must have been greater than the image c z,
to take in the whole field. As a small aperture of the eye-glafs A is suffi¬
cient to take in the whole field when the pencils thus fall upon it con¬
verging, this lens may be allowed to have a shorter focal length , and thus
compensate for the loss of magnifying power by the interposition of the
lens B without increasing the aberration of the extreme pencils.
The truth of this may be shown experimentally in any telescope of this
or the like construction . Take out the second eye- glafs and draw out the
eye-tube to make the telescope distinct again , and you will find the mag¬
nifying power increased, the field diminished, and perhaps indistinct near
the edges.
In the double microscope, a broad lens of a long focus is commonly
interposed between the object- glass and image formed by it . The astrono¬
mical telescope is likewise frequently made with two eye-glasses, one of
which is placed between the object- glass and image ; both these construc¬
tions proceed upon the fame principle, and are designed to make the in¬
strument distincter with the fame field and magnifying power , or with a
given
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given magnifying power to enlarge the field and yet preserve the edges
of it distinct .*
When the several pencils fall on the eye-glass A, converging as before,
that glass is usually made plano -convex , and the plane side is turned to¬
wards the eye, the extreme pencils , in that cafe, both falling upon and
emerging from this lens more perpendicularly than if it were a double
convex . When these pencils converge very much , as in reflecting te¬
lescopes, a meniscus eye- glass is used for the fame reason.
116 . If the object were seen by the naked eye at O the center of the
object -glass, it would appear under an angle equal tooOx; but when it is
seen through the telescope, by the eye at «, it appears under the angle
r a A . The proportion of these angles gives the magnifying power of the
telescope ; the former being to the latter as unity to a number , which is
called the magnifying power.
117 . From o, the extremity of the first image , draw a line oE through
the center of the lens E ?and it will terminate the second image e g. For
as the object and first image , subtend equal angles at the center of the
object -glass which forms that image , so the first image ox , ( considered now
as an object, ) and the second image e g will subtend equal angles at the
center of the lens E , which forms the second image ; because the line E o,
considered as a ray belonging to the focus o, and incident upon the lens E,
suffers no change by the refraction.-}- In like manner the line D e d, drawn
through the extremity e of the second image , and the center of the lensD,
will
* A rule for finding the focal lengths of two eye-glasses, which may be substituted
instead of a single one, without altering the magnifying power or -field, is given in
Art . 638 of the remarks at the end of Smith’s Optics , and is the rule generally follow¬
ed by workmen . It is this : The focal length of the first of these eye-glastes (that
which is next the eye) must be § of the given focal length of the single eye-glass, and
its aperture j of the aperture of that glass ; the focal length of the second of these
eye-glasses must be double that of the single eye-glass, and its aperture equal to that of
the single eye-glass. The interval between these two eye-glasses must be
of the given
focal length of the single eye-glass, and that which is next to the object-glass, must be placed
nearer to it than the single eye-glass must have been placed, by double the focal length
of the single eye-glass. Both these eye-glasses are to be plano-convex, having their plane
sides turned towards the eye, whose distance from the first of them must be j of the
focal length of the single eye-glass. It may be observed, that the focal length of the
eye-glass next to the eye is less than that of the single eye-glass in the ratio of 3 to 2 j
but then its aperture is diminished in the ratio of 3 to i ; the aperture of the other eye¬
glass is equal to (or indeed it may be rather less) than that of the single eye-glass, and
its focal length is doubled , so that the telescope will undoubtedly bedistincter near the
edges of the field with two such eye-glasses than with a single one.
Another combination of two eye-glasses for the fame purpose may be found in Huygen’s
Dioptrics, prop . LI.
f Smith’s Optics , Art . 229 . & 245.
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will terminate the third image d h, formed by that lens D. Again , from d,

through C, draw d C c, and it will terminate the image c z, formed by the
lens C. From c, through B, draw c b B, and it will terminate the image
b y, formed by the lens B. Lastly, from b draw b A, through the center of
the lens A, it will terminate the image formed by that lens at an infinite
distance ; or more properly the rays diverging from b, will after refraction
at A, all proceed parallel to b A.
Now the angle 0 0 x will be to the angle :r a A, or to its
0OX
to 0 E x
in a ratio compounded of
to e D g
of 0
E x, or its equal e E g
of e
D g, or its equal d D h to dCh
to c B z
of d
C h, or its equal c C z
b
B
to
and of c B z, or its equal
y
bAy
But 0 O x is to 0 E x as E X to Ox
e E g is to e D g as D er to E g
d D h is to d C h as C h to D h
c C z is to c B z as B z to C z
b B y is to b A y as A y to By
Or , taking the several terms of these last ratio ’s alternately, we have the
whole in a ratio compounded of E x to E g, Dg to D h, C h to C z,
B z to B y, and lastly, of A y to O x. That is in a ratio compound¬
ed of the several ratio ’s of the distance of the focus of the incident rays at
each lens to that of the emergent rays, and of the focal length of the eye¬
glass to that of the object-glass.
118. Otherwise thus ; if the telescope consisted of an object-glass, and
an eye-glass only, (the first image o x only being seen through A) the
ratio which gives the magnifying power would be that of the focal length
of the eye-glass, to the focal length of the object-glass.* But if the last
image b y, seen through A, be made greater or less than the first image o x
by the interposition of more eye-glaiies, the magnifying power will be in¬
creased or diminished in the same proportion . It will therefore be in a ratio
compounded of the focal length of the eye-glass to that of the object-glass,
and of the linear magnitude of the first image o x to that of the last
image b y. But these images are in a ratio compounded
of ox to e g or of E x to E gl
°f e g to d h or of Dg to D h 1
? as before.
of d h to c z
or of C h to C z
to B z
of c z to by
or of By
119. The
* Smith's Optics, Article 120.
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119. The case will be exactly the same in reflections from spherical
surfaces, as in refractions through lenses : for in reflections the object
and image subtend equal angles at the vertex of the speculum, (where the
axis of the telescope intersects the speculum) just as in refractions they do
at the center of the lens.st120. If the rays of the same pencil go parallel between any of the
glasses, as between D and C, then the lines D e d, c C d, drawn through
the centers of these lenses to the common image d h, (removed to an in¬
finite distance) will be parallel , the angles at D and C will be equal , the
image e g will be to the image c z, as D g to C z, and the terms D h,
C h, being in a ratio of equality , may in compounding the several ratios
be left out . Telescopes of this kind may likewise be considered as a com¬
bination of two other telescopes, and their powers computed accordingly.
121. Cor. 1. Hence if the same system of eye-glasses be applied to dif¬
ferent object -glasses, the magnifying power will be directly as the focal
lengths of those object-glasses.
122. Cor. 2. The breadth of the whole pencil of rays 1m , which falls
upon the object-glass, will be to its breadth when it emerges from the
last lens at r, as the magnifying power to unity.
For its breadth at O is to its breadth at w, when it falls upon E , as
o O to o w, or
as O
x to E x
in like manner the breadth at w
to that at v
as E g
to D
g
at

v
t

to that
to that

at

8

to that

at

at

t
s

at

r

at

as

D h
C z

to

as

B y

to Ay

as

to

C h
B z

which ratio ’s compounded together , make that of the magnifying power
to unity ; as appeared before.
123. Scholium. In the demonstration given in par . 117. the image o x
is considered as the common subtense of the angles o O x and o E x, the
image e g as the subtense of e E g and e D g, and so of the rest, each image
being the subtense of two angles, one at the center of the lens which forms
the image, the other at the center of the next lens : Instead of this , the
magnifying power might be computed by considering the lenses themselves,
as the common subtenses of the angles made by the axes of the ob¬
lique pencils with the axis of the telescope, at their incidence upon and
emerst In fig . 3. let C be a speculum whose center is e, and vertex C ; let o x be an
object , c z ics image terminated by the line o e c, drawn from o the extremity of the
object through e the center of the speculum , then will o C x , and O c z , the angles
which the object and image subtend at the vertex of the speculum be equal ; for the
former is the angle of incidence of the ray o C, the latter the angle of reflection.
Hence ox : cz ; : C x : C x, as in images formed by lenses.
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emergence from each lens : Thus E w is the common subtense of the
angles w O E and w e E. Hence the proportions of these angles at each
successive refraction , and consequently the proportion of the first w O E
to the last r a A may be obtained . Upon this principle the general theorem
in Smith's Optics , art . 247. is demonstrated ; but the former method seems
more convenient as well as more natural.
124. It will not be difficult to compute algebraically the several distances
of the focus of the incident and emergent rays at each lens, whence a general
theorem for the magnifying power may be obtained . But theorems so very
general must of course contain such complicated expressions, that it is fre¬
quently more trouble to reduce them to the common and simpler cafes,
than to derive theorems for every one of those cafes from the first prin¬
ciples.
125. The course of the axis of the extreme pencil of rays, and the place
of the first image being given, to find the places and magnitudes of the se¬
veral images formed by each lens.
Let O w, w v, v t, t s, s r, be the given course of the axis of this pen¬
cil, into which it is refracted by the several lenses, and let x be the place
of the first image ; on x erect x o, perpendicular to the axis of the tele¬
scope, meeting O w (produced if need be) in o, and o x is the place and
magnitude of the first image. From o the extremity of the first image,
draw o E through the center of the second lens, cutting w v in e, and
the extreme pencil which before converged to o, will, after refraction at
this lens converge to e, and e g, let fall from e perpendicular to the axis,
will determine the place and magnitude of the second image, and so of
the rest.
The places of the several images being given, to find their magnitude
and the course of the axis of the extreme pencil of rays.
Let x, g, h, z, y, be the given places of the several images formed by
each lens successively; from each of these points erect perpendiculars to
the axis of the telescope. From O, the center of the object-glass, draw
O w o through the extreme edge of the lens next the object-glass, meet¬
ing the first perpendicular in o, and O vv is the course of the axis of this
pencil between the first and second lens, and o x is the magnitude of the first
image. From o draw o E through the center of the second lens, cutting the
second perpendicular in e, through e draw w e v, and it will be the course
of the axis of the extreme pencil, between the second and third lens, and
e g is the magnitude of the second image, and so of the rest. The course
of the axis of the extreme pencil at its emergence from the last lens A is
parallel to b A.
By means of these problems , the figures designed to represent the pro¬
gress
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gress of the rays in optical instruments may be always delineated truly , so
that the refracting power of the several lenses, as shown in the figure by
the diverging or converging of the axes of the different pencils to the axis of
the telescope, may be consistent with their refracting power as shown in
the figure by the diverging or converging of the different rays of the fame
pencil to a focus among themselves.
126. The points x, F, y, in «, which the axes of the several pencils of
rays (if produced ) would cut the axis of the telescope, after refraction at
each lens, may be found by computing the focuses of rays diverging from
the object-glass, and successively refracted by the rest of the lenses: And the
points x,g , h, z, y, or places of the several images in the axis of the telescope
may be found by computing the focuses of rays falling parallel upon the
object-glass, and successively refracted by all the lenses except the last.
127. Fig . 1. is taken from a telescope made by Mr . Dollond. The distances
of the eye-glasses from each other, and from the several images are half
their real distances, the apertures in the figure are the size of their real
apertures ; the place of the object-glass could not be represented con¬
formably to its place in Mr . Dollond's telescope ; but to have a perfect idea
of the whole instrument , the dimensions of each part are here subjoined,
in inches and decimal parts.
Inches.
Inches.
Interval between A 6c B = 2,6
Focal distance of A = 1,6
B - 2,6
B & C = 3,2
C = 3>2
C 6cD = 2,95
D = 3 >2
D 6cE = 3,9
E = 6,8
E 6cO = 64,25
0

= 66,6

From these dimensions, the places of the several images, and of the points
in which the axes of the pencils (produced) cut the axis of the telescope
are computed as follows :
Inches.
Inches.
Inches.
Inches.
=
£
E
=
EO
7,604
64,25
Eg = I>75
Ex — 2,35
D 2 — 1,716
=
=
5
D
=
h
D
3'704
6>55
Dg = 2,15
C y — 2,02
Cz = 4,825 CJ =
1,24
C h = 9,50
j3 = 5> 18
B
5, 22
B y — 1,000 B y =
Bz = 1,625
a = 0,99
A
Aj3 =
2,58
Ay — 1,600 O x = 66,6
Hence the telescope magnifies 29,264 , or in round numbers 30 times.
The aperture 1 m is 2,25 inches, whence the diameter of the emergent
pencil is 0,075 of an inch. The diameter of the first image o x is to the
diameter of the last b y, as 66,6 to 1,6 x 30, or 66,6 to 48, that is as
1,3875 to 1. Therefore when the fun’s apparent diameter lubtends an
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angle of 32' 6", its last image in this telescope will be 0,4482 of an inch
in diameter.
The diameter of the aperture of the lens E, which limits the field, is
one inch and -rv > whence the greatest angle of vision is i ° 4'.
128. For another example, I shall give the drawing and dimensions of
a reflecting telescope made by Mr . Short, constructed partly with mirrours
and partly with lenses, and then compute its magnifying power . I11 fig. 2.
every part is drawn of the exact size, and placed just as it is in the tele¬
scope. In fig. 3. theYpeculums and lenses are placed at their real distances
from each other , but their apertures are vastly enlarged, to fliow better
the progress of the pencils of rays.
In these figures E A (3 is the axis of the telescope. A is the first eye¬
glass, B the second, C the little speculum whose center is e, and princi¬
pal focus f. O is the great speculum whose center is E , and principal
focus x. E o w represents the axis of an oblique pencil of rays * falling
on the great speculum, and by it reflected back again in the same line to
the little speculum in t, and from thence reflected into the line t s, and
refracted by the lenses B and A into the lines s r, and r u, which lines
t s, s r, r a,produced
(
) cut the axis of the telescope in the points y,
«,
respectively. The perpendiculars ox , cz , by let fall from o, c, & b, (the
successive focuses of this pencil) to the axis of the telescope, represent the
places and magnitudes of the several images. The line o e c drawn through
e, terminates the images ox & c z : the line B b c drawn through B, ter¬
minates the images c z & b y, the line b A, drawn through A, determines
the direction of the axis of this pencil after its last refraction.
129. To compute the magnifying power of this telescope we should
measure the several focal lengths , and intervals between the speculums
and lenses. Now as the distance C x is only a fourth or a fifth part of C z,
a very small error in measuring the interval between the speculums will
make a very great one in computing from thence the place and magnitude
of the image c z, and consequently in determining the magnifying power.
It will be best therefore to find this interval , (or rather the distance Cx ) by
com* The writers on optics do not exprefly define the term axis of a pencil of rays in
reflections , but the ray which passes through the center of the sphere of which the spe¬
culum is formed , is usually considered as the axis of the pencil of rays because its course
is not changed by the reflection , and whenever the other rays of the pencil come to a
focus it mult be in this line.
In the pencil here delineated , none of the rays which come immediately from the
object to the great speculum , (except the axis of that pencil E w) are expressed in the
figure in order to avoid confusion . Some of these rays, (and perhaps the axis itself)
may be intercepted by the lesser speculum , but the rest will belong to the fame focus o,
as the whole would have done if no part had been stopt. See Smith's Optics , Art . 281.
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computation from the other measures given j for if all the focal distances
and intervals except one be given, that one may be computed from the rest,
as was explained in par . m , and thus the magnifying power will be had
very nearly.
130. We have therefore in this telescope (by measurement ) the focal
distance of A, or A y = 0,75 inches : The focal distance of B = 1,65,
that of C — 1,23, that of O, or O x — 4,30 ; moreover the interval be¬
tween A and B — 1,25 inches, between B and O — 0,5 , from whence
we are first to compute C x.
Put b and c for the focal distances of the lens B and speculum C, and
first of all By — AB — Ay — 0,5 , but B y + b : b B.* y : B z. *
That is 0,5 -+- 1,65 : 1,65 : 0,5 : 0,71739 = Bz . Again zx = Bz
+ BO + Ox 0,71739
=
0,5 -f- 4,30 — 5,51739 . Call now C x the
distance sought x, and the distance Cz = Cx + xz = x+ 5,51739 ;
but C z — c : c C
z : C x. That is x 4,28739
-+: 1,23 .*.* xf-5,5 1739 Whence x xf - - 3,05739 x x = 6,7864 , and x 1,4918
—
— Cx sought ; and consequently Cz = Cx + zx = 7,0092.
Now we sliall find the magnifying power by compounding the follow¬
ing ratio ’s:
C x to C z or 1,4918 to 7,0092]
all which compounded together
Bz to By
0,71739 to 0 -5 ?
Ay to Ox
0,75
to 4>
3° J make the ratio of 1to 18,775.
4,3c
It appears that interposing the lens B diminishes the magnifying power
in the ratio of 0,71739 to 0,5 , or 7 to 5 nearly.
By experiment this telescope was found to magnify 18times.
* For determining the ratio of the distance of the focus of incident rays, to the dis¬
tance of the focus of reflected or refracted rays from any speculum or lens, one rule
will serve all cafes, viz.
As the interval between the focus of incident rays and the focus of parallel rays coming the

^contrary } Way in { resr.aRions}
culum or lens : : so is the distance of
focus of refledled or refrailed rays.

difi ance °f the f ocus°
sP araM W 5 f rom the spe¬
focus of incident rays therefrom; to the distance of the

is to the
the

The first term will sometimes be the sum, and sometimes the difference between the
distance of the focus of incident rays from the speculum or lens , and the distance of the
focus of parallel rays ; this settled, there is no ambiguity in the rule ; there wants no
particular direction for placing the focus of the reflected or refracted rays ; the cir¬
cumstances will always show whether those rays diverge or converge , and consequently
which way their focus is to be placed.
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